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About This Content

THE TOOL
Paint any of the available tanks with unlimited decals to fit it to your style.

Start with the many preset decals and brushes or import your custom ones, simply place theese on a directory and they'll appear
in the editor.

PAINT OR SUBSTRACT
Paint with desired opacity and substract the painted surfaces at your will, you can simulate wear by substracting with grunge for

instance.
You can paint a base cammo pattern, bake it so that coating layer is permanent and paint decals such as dirt on top, erase theese

while keeping the baked cammo intact.

COMPLETE CONTROL
Paint the whole tank at a time or isolate desired parts for a finely crafter skin.

 FULLY INTEGRATED
When done, simply frame a representative area and the skin miniature for menu is generated at the same time the skin files are
exported, you need not to deal with any folder or files, the skin is inmediatelly available for you to use it. Skin files are exported

to an external folder so you can share theese with other players.

SHIBUYA CROSSING
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In addition to the editior tools you get a superb model of the Shibuya Crossing where you can move the tank around different
spots to get you neat shots. Editor photo button will hide when taking a picture, also, for you to get the desired shots a number of

camera options are available such FOV, DOF among others.

DEVELOPER NOTES
Hey>> So, finally... a feature I've dreamed for loOOong time is finished, developing this tool has required me to put my very
best and several attemps, its a pretty complex thing to build up and make it run smooth as it does, hope you all have the same

fun experience I had while using it. Thanks to IRobi Dev Team for the very core of the tool in its raw state.
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Fun Carmageddon style racer with decent graphics.
It could have been better with more contend and things to do but I still like it for what it is.. Even though Multiwinia is mostly a
multi player upgrade to Darwinia, it is an immensely better game than its predecessor. Nearly all aspects of the game have been
improved to the point of near greatness in short bursts. In this iteration of the series, the focus is placed on multi player style
game modes, which could also be played against the CPU. Multi player servers are available, but the amount of people playing
in public games is scarce to none. This is not a problem, as the single player mode provides much entertainment, challenge, and
excitement. Unit placement, movement, and orders have been polished beyond comparison to the nearly broken Darwinia.
Everything is fluid, fixed, and sleek. There are also many power-ups and surprises that enhance the game play to the extent of
limitless replay ability. In everything Darwinia went wrong, Multiwinia corrected and got right. There are so many maps to play
in, and several game modes that will guarantee the almost permanent installation of Multiwinia on your system. You will go
back to this game time and time again. The fun and excitement it provides is timeless. There is no reason to play the defective
Darwinia if you have Multiwinia. The controls are outstanding, especially when you compare them to the controls and path
finding disasters of Darwinia. Each game plays differently, as the variety in maps, game modes, random power-ups, and AI will
change your experiences throughout. All difficulty levels are challenging and fun to play, even if you lose. Each match takes
between five and twenty minutes, and time flies by quickly, as you are constantly paying attention to your enemies, your units,
and ordering them around the map. The action is non-stop. Unfortunately, Multiwinia does not keep track of your personal
statistics besides Steam achievements (which I do not care for). There is also a lack of leaderboards of any kind because of the
non-inclusion of statistics keeping. It would have been extremely nice to have access to both, even if it were for single player
only. Sometimes, you may be losing by a considerable amount, and you will still be able to pull off the win. Power-ups are
important at times, depending on the luck of the draw. You will develop a liking to some of them, and apathy for others. While
Multiwinia is a short-lived gaming experience, it is Introversion's best effort so far. This game is a perfect example of something
you keep installed for years to come, always going back to it for quick matches action packed with fun and entertainment.

Multiwinia is okay.. Its so much fun. this is a really beautiful space/physics/strategy/puzzle game thats worth every cent even at
regular price($10 as of now). mathematical.. I never knew I could be this scared of a square. The A.I. is scary and that is the
unique selling point of this little game.

Graphics are garbage but that's irrelevant for this game.

Soundtrack is a nice little mysterious loop, I completed the game within 20 minutes but I let the beat ride for another 2 hours. I
got free cheevos at the end.

Rate 10/10.. There are fun bridge builder games that are free or much cheaper. This one is boring as hell and mechanics are bad
and it's really hard to get 3 stars rating on most of the levels. Like, annoyingly hard.

2/10
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This is NOT your typical Tower Defense game. It does have a couple of gun turrets that can be placed in the level, but It is more
of a a puzzle/defense game.

It's different than most games of it's genre. It is a thinking man's game with different ways to pass a level. You first select a
level, then decide what kind of traps, blockades, guns, bombs and other devices you want to bring into the level to beat it. You
do have a budget, so you must choose wisely from a list and cannot take too much into the levels with you. You can change the
difficulty settings in the Options menu and it will give you more starting cash.

Basically, enemies will try to kill your kitten! You must stop them at all costs!!! This is a serious trial and error type of game.
The maps get more difficult and placement of things sometimes requires A LOT of trial and error!!! You will most likely fail
your first few (or more) attempts on each map. You don't seem to get penalized for failing though.

TIP: To look at the map before playing it, close your inventory screen by clicking the minus button at the top right corner of the
inventory screen. The whole map will be revieled. Then reopen the inventory screen by clicking the "Inventory" button at the
bottom of the screen.

It is an average game done well. Seems polished and works great on my 2015 MacBook Pro! Like I said, it's fun, but it's not
really your "traditional" Tower Defense game. I do like it so far! I recommend it to fans of puzzle games and kitten lovers! :-)
Get it on sale now!

Hardware Overview:

Model Name: MacBookPro 11,5 (Mid 2015)
Processor Name: Intel Core i7
Processor Speed: 2.8 GHz
Number of Processors: 1
Total Number of Cores: 4
L2 Cache (per Core): 256 KB
L3 Cache: 6 MB
Memory: 16 GB Type: DDR3 Speed: 1600 MHz
Video Card: AMD Radeon R9 M370X, VRAM 2048 MB

Operating System: OS X El Capitan version 10.11.6 (64 bit OS). It is a Game which you can play sometimes, but not always. At
least it's a very funny Game. "Think to Die" <--- and it's not that easy to die so quickly. XD I really like that game.. So this is
based off the board game Napoleon in Europe. I have this board game but I don't get the chance to play often. This is a great
interpretation of that game. Its not historacly accurate but it is a lot of fun,. The most fun i had in this was trying to survive... I
was never good at Puzzle Games Especially games that have a Rubix Cube, Space design.

9.75/10. This is often cited as the weakest of the Pajama Sam quadrilogy. But I completely disagree on that remark as this game
is just as enjoyable as the previous three installments. In the fourth and final game, Sam (who isn't voiced by Pamela Adlon)
learns that Pajama Man(which is actually a guy in a mascot costume) is giving out autographs at the local mall. Sam knows that
his first issue of Pajama Man comic series is the prefect item to get signed. Only problem is that his room is a mess and couldn't
find it. So once again he imagines that he "visits" a ficitional land. In this case it's a junk land where Sam encounters all sorts of
characters and creatures. The thing I love about this game is that it explores the Pajama Man series more with the info of the
characters on the trading cards you collect throughout the game. A lot of the cards reference characters and items mentioned by
Sam in the previous installments. Which gives the Pajama Man character a sense of history to him. Overrall this game isn't as
bad as people claim it to be, plus it be a bit hard to come up with newer ideas had this series went on longer. So the idea of
exploring the Pajama Man universe and backstories is a logical choice to conclude this franchise. If you loved the first three
games, give this one a chance cause it's far from being bad or boring.. was a verybgood game but kept crashing waste of money
down loading. nothing too special about this game, but its still enjoyable. Taking forever to find a match! ( ASIA South Korea ).
Playing with strangers usually ends up with people being♥♥♥♥♥♥♥for no reason, but a fun game to play with friends. It
seems bad but once you play it for a while it's good but if you don't know how to play it properly to get the moneyz u will lose
btw i think you should totally add it where the holding end of the scissors doesn't cut as well and maybe more accurate size faces
and less rude customers that don't sue me for 500$ because i cut one bit off accidentaly, btw the fake door is the most op item
ever.
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